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Safe. Personal. Assistance.

Etac Rex toilet arm support
Secure environment around the toilet

Etac Rex toilet arm support
For a modern and stylish impression

Suitable for all bathrooms
Etac Rex is a stable and safe arm support that
gives you safety close to the toilet. The clever
design ensures that the arm supports take
up very little room when folded up. They are
close to the wall and do not get in the way.
Furthermore, thanks to their angled shape, it is
always easy to reach and grip onto them. They
are also designed to guarantee a gentle and
smooth folding down process. Etac Rex is made
of highly qualitative material in order to give a
stable grip and a safe support when you need it
the most.

Support designed for you
Rex is available in three different lengths and
and in variants with or without supporting legs.
Choose a model that suits you, your bathroom
and your requirements. The supporting legs
increase the maximum user weight to 150 kg.
The arm supports can easily be fitted onto
the wall and blends well into your bathroom
environment.
Etac Rex is available in three different lengths and in
variants with our without supporting legs.

Product name
- Toilet arm support Rex 60 cm
- Toilet arm support Rex 70 cm
- Toilet arm support Rex 85 cm
with supporting legs
- Toilet arm support Rex 85 cm
- Toilet arm support Rex 85 cm
with supporting legs

Material Aluminium, polyurethane, ABS plastic,
polypropylene.
Supporting leg: Aluminium, polyamide, TPE, stainless steel.

81705010
81705020
81705030

Colour White with volcano grey details
81705040
81705050

Maximum user weight Etac Rex 60/70 cm: 135 kg
Etac Rex 85 cm: 100 kg
With supporting leg: 150 kg

Weight 60 cm: 2.7 kg
70 cm: 2.9 kg
85 cm: 3.3 kg
Supporting leg: 0.7 kg

Etac Rex toilet arm support

85°C
185°F

3 min

Clean the product with a solvent-free cleaning agent (pH level 5–9), or with
a 70% disinfectant solution. Can be decomtaminated at max 85°C / 185°F
is so required.
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Creating Possibilities

Features
Comfortable grip

Easy to clean

The triangular shape of the arm
support provides a stable and
natural grip.

With its clean, smooth surfaces,
the arm support is both stylish
and easy to clean.

Stable and safe

Lightweight

Top quality materials and
construction provides security
when it is most needed. Etac Rex
is also available with support legs
if extra stability is required.

The arm supports take up very
little room when folded up,
while the angled shape makes
them easy to reach, grip and fold
down.

Accessories
Toilet paper holder

Screw kit

Toilet paper holder in stainless steel
which is attached to the arm support.

Can be used for mounting in concrete,
plywood or wood.

81706001

T6S 8x80 DIN 571 A2

81706004

Storage basket
Storage basket in polyester/mesh which is
attached to the arm support.
81706003

www.etac.com
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Safe. Personal. Assistance.
Etac S.P.A. Collection comprises Rex toilet arm support, Flex grab rail and Relax
shower seat. All three have a unique function but work together to ensure your
bathroom is as comfortable, attractive and safe as possible. And to ensure you can
continue being yourself.

Lean on us. Stay yourself.
Visit Etac.com for more information or get in touch and we will tell you more.

Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 58 73 30
Fax +46 371 58 73 90
info@etac.se www.etac.com

